Construction of a confidence set of markers for the location of a disease gene using affected sib pair data.
We have previously proposed a confidence set approach for finding tightly linked genomic regions under the setting of parametric linkage analysis. In this article, we extend the confidence set approach to nonparametric linkage analysis of affected sib pair (ASP) data based on their identity-by-descent (IBD) information. Two well-known statistics in nonparametric linkage analysis, the Two-IBD test (proportion of ASPs sharing two alleles IBD), and the Mean test (average number of alleles shared IBD in the ASPs), are used for constructing confidence sets. Some numerical analyses as well as a simulation study were carried out to demonstrate the utility of the methods. Our results show that the fundamental advantages of the confidence set approach in parametric linkage analysis are retained when the method is generalized to nonparametric analysis. Our study on the accuracy of confidence sets, in terms of choice of tests, underlying disease incidence data, and amount of data available, leads us to conclude, among other things, that the Mean test outperforms the Two-IBD test in most situations, with the reverse being true only for traits with small additive variance. Although we describe how to construct confidence sets based on only two familiar tests, one can construct confidence sets similarly using other allele sharing statistics.